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Abstract

Presence of a remnant crustal magnetic field and its spatial relationship to large impact basins indicates that Mars had a global

dynamo during the Noachian eon (>4 Ga) (1-4). The geological processes responsible for the magnetization of the Martian

crust, however, remain enigmatic. A plethora of morphological and compositional evidence suggests that high-temperature

water-rock reaction was pervasive during the Noachian eon. Here we show that chemical rema-nent magnetization associated

with serpentinization was possibly a key contributor to Mars’ crustal magnetic field. The conditions in the Martian subsurface

during the Noachian eon were conducive to serpentinization, as we show through numerical models of hy-drothermal circulation.

Geological features on Mars that implicate water-rock reaction statistically significantly align with areas showing a notably

higher crustal magnetic field intensity than the average Noachian terrain. The spatial association of highest crustal magnetic

field anomalies with areas of elevated heat-producing element concentrations further bolsters the likelihood of hydrothermal

circulation sustained over geologic time. Such Noachian conditions would not only enable pervasive serpentinization of the

mafic Martian crust but also release climate-transforming potent greenhouse gases such as H 2 and CH 4 while supporting a

subsurface habitable environment.
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Presence of a remnant crustal magnetic field and its spatial relation-
ship to large impact basins indicates that Mars had a global dynamo
during the Noachian eon (>4 Ga) (1–4). The geological processes
responsible for the magnetization of the Martian crust, however, re-
main enigmatic. A plethora of morphological and compositional ev-
idence suggests that high-temperature water-rock reaction was per-
vasive during the Noachian eon. Here we show that chemical rema-
nent magnetization associated with serpentinization was possibly a
key contributor to Mars’ crustal magnetic field. The conditions in
the Martian subsurface during the Noachian eon were conducive
to serpentinization, as we show through numerical models of hy-
drothermal circulation. Geological features on Mars that implicate
water-rock reaction statistically significantly align with areas show-
ing a notably higher crustal magnetic field intensity than the average
Noachian terrain. The spatial association of highest crustal magnetic
field anomalies with areas of elevated heat-producing element con-
centrations further bolsters the likelihood of hydrothermal circula-
tion sustained over geologic time. Such Noachian conditions would
not only enable pervasive serpentinization of the mafic Martian crust
but also release climate-transforming potent greenhouse gases such
as H2 and CH4 while supporting a subsurface habitable environment.
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[1] The magnetic field of a planet may play a crucial role1

in protecting the planet’s atmosphere and hydrosphere from2

the solar wind (5). Magnetic field records also allow us to3

constrain the planet’s thermal evolution, as they provide a4

window into the past core conditions (6). While Mars no longer5

possesses a global source field, the Martian crust contains6

strong remanent magnetization, providing clear evidence for7

the presence of a past dynamo (1). However, the notable8

heterogeneity in the intensity of the crustal magnetic field9

(7), including complete demagnetization of the crust in some10

areas, suggests either substantial post dynamo modification11

or modification during intermittent stages of dynamo activity12

of the crust. Understanding the geological processes that led13

to the acquisition and subsequent modification of the crustal14

magnetic field can provide critical insight into Mars’ internal,15

surface, and atmospheric evolution.16

[2] The Martian crust is thought to have been magnetized17

from a source field that persisted for a few hundred million18

years after the planet’s formation (1). However, neither the19

exact timing of the onset of the dynamo (2, 4, 8, 9), its struc-20

ture (10), or even the mechanism by which the magnetic field21

was recorded (1, 11–13) are well understood. Weak crustal22

magnetic fields present over the hypothesized 4.5-Ga old Bore-23

alis basin and 3.7 Ga Lucus Planum have been interpreted as24

evidence for an early, long-lived core field on Mars (4). Com-25

peting interpretations exist for the nature of magnetization.26

The Martian crust possibly underwent thermoremanent mag- 27

netization (TRM) early in its history when it was cooling (1). 28

Thus, the present-day spatial heterogeneity in the crustal field 29

may reflect non-uniform cooling of the crust, secular variation 30

and reversals of the dynamo, post-dynamo modification by 31

various geological processes, or differences in depth to the 32

magnetic source bodies. Alternatively, a single hemispheric 33

dynamo that mostly magnetized the crust of the southern 34

hemisphere could explain the hemispheric scale difference in 35

the crustal magnetic field of Mars (10). Under this scenario, 36

mainly the southern hemisphere gets magnetized, and no post- 37

dynamo processes are required to remove the strong crustal 38

fields in the northern hemisphere. 39

[3] An altogether different view posits that the acquisition 40

of the Martian crustal magnetic field occurred primarily via 41

chemical remanent magnetization (CRM) (12, 13). CRM re- 42

sults from chemical processes such as creation, modification 43

of oxidation state, phase changes, and crustal growth of mag- 44

netic minerals at temperatures below the Curie point of the 45

rock’s magnetic carriers in the presence of a source field. A 46

notable geological process responsible for CRM on Earth is 47

serpentinization, a high-temperature fluid-rock reaction that 48

occurs in ultramafic rocks of oceanic crust (14) and ophiolites 49

(15). The serpentinization process leads to the oxidation of 50

ferrous minerals (poor magnetic carriers) into Fe3+-rich ser- 51

pentines and magnetite (16), which are considered to be the 52

most significant cause of remanent magnetization in crustal 53

rocks on Earth (17) (and possibly Mars (18)). As a magnetic 54

grain produced by serpentinization below its Curie point grows 55

through a critical volume in the presence of a magnetic field, 56
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Fig. 1. Thermal profile of the Martian lithosphere after 10 Ma for a variety of Nusselt numbers. Thermal profile of the Martian lithosphere assuming a surface heat flow of 85
mW m-2 and Nu of 3 (a) and 9 (b). (c) and (d) Same as (a) and (b) for surface heat flow of 65 mW m-2. The vertical extent of the rectangle boxes shows the range of depth
where hydrothermal circulation could have occurred on Mars. The horizontal extent of the box highlights the most likely temperature range for the serpentinization reaction. The
pressure-temperature equilibrium profiles for Brucite ‘Br’ and Chrysotile ‘Ch’ are also shown.

its moment becomes blocked, and it acquires a CRM.57

[4] Despite being similar in efficiency to TRM (12, 13)58

and widespread evidence for deep aqueous alteration (19), hy-59

drothermal circulation (20–23), and serpentinization (24) on60

early Mars, CRM remains poorly understood in the Martian61

context. CRM of the Martian crust may have been particularly62

important if the onset of the dynamo occurred much later in63

Mars’ history (>500 Ma after the planet’s formation, ref (8))64

when the majority of the crust would have cooled past the65

curie temperature to allow crustal magnetic field acquisition66

by TRM alone. The three prime ingredients necessary for ser-67

pentinization: olivine-rich ultramafic rocks (25), liquid water68

(26), and high surface heat-flow (27) were readily available on69

Mars during the Noachian eon when the majority of the crustal70

magnetization is postulated to have been acquired. The highly71

altered nature of the Martian crust (28) further suggests that72

groundwater circulation could have extended to great depths73

(>10s km) (29). Additional evidence of serpentinization in the 74

deep crust is provided by the spectral detection of minerals 75

associated with serpentinization across the Noachian high- 76

lands, particularly within impact basins, through the uplift 77

of deep crustal rocks (24, 30). Thus, serpentinization of the 78

southern Martian crust and the subsequent CRM may explain 79

the strong magnetic anomalies in the southern hemisphere 80

(12, 13, 31). Here, we use numerical models of hydrothermal 81

circulation to show that the conditions conducive to serpen- 82

tinization and subsequent CRM would have been ubiquitous 83

in the Martian subsurface during the Noachian eon. We then 84

conduct a comprehensive spatial analysis of morphological and 85

compositional features that implicate water-rock reactions, 86

such as valley networks (VN) and hydrated minerals, to show 87

that these features are preferentially located on areas of Mars 88

with statistically higher crustal magnetic field intensity than 89

the general Noachian terrain. We statistically confirm that 90

2 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Ojha et al.
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the area on Mars with the strongest crustal magnetic field91

intensity, Terra-Sirenum Terra-Cimmeria (TS-TC), has the92

highest abundance of heat-producing elements (HPE) such as93

Th, K, and cosmochemically equivalent U of any Noachian94

terrain as interpreted before (23, 32). The high abundance95

of HPE, capable of driving radiogenic hydrothermal systems96

(23), in the most magnetized region on Mars corroborates the97

role of hydrothermal circulation in either the initial crustal98

magnetization or supplementation of the TRM via CRM.99

Results and Discussion100

[5] The depth to which groundwater can circulate and alter the101

olivine-rich rocks of Mars (25) depends on the permeability102

profile and the brittle-ductile transition (BDT) depth of the103

crust. Here we consider 10-17 m2 as the minimum permeability104

that allows hydrothermal circulation to advect heat, similar105

to various other terrestrial work (33, 34). The permeability106

profile derived from the observation of terrestrial crust (33,107

34) when scaled to the lower gravity of Mars suggests that108

the permeability of the crust will decline from 10-12 m2 at109

the surface to 10-17 m2 at a depth of 25 km (Fig. S1).110

Simple scaling of hydrologic models from Earth to Mars, as we111

have done here, is likely an oversimplification (29); thus, we112

further revise the depth to which groundwater can circulate by113

estimating the BDT depth of the crust. The BDT temperature114

is set to the mean BDT temperature of non-glassy basalts 823115

K (35). Beyond the BDT depth, permeability is too low for116

fluid to advect heat, so when the reference penetration depth117

(i.e., depth at which permeability exceeds 10-17 m2) exceeds118

the BDT depth, we set the reference depth to match the BDT119

depth (see Methodology). This approach is similar to previous120

hydrological model of the Martian crust which proposed that121

the thickness of aquifers on Mars is controlled by the rheology122

of the rocks and found 26 km as the upper limit to the depth123

of the aquifer (29). Undoubtedly, there are uncertainties in our124

estimate of the maximum depth of hydrothermal circulation125

on Mars; however, the goal here is to examine the first order126

effects of hydrothermal circulation.127

[6] In the presence of groundwater, various heat sources128

can drive hydrothermal circulation on rocky planets. Those129

include magmatism related to plate tectonics and mantle con-130

vection, heat provided by impact events, and radioactivity (36).131

Groundwater circulation, in turn, causes significant cooling132

of the lithosphere (34, 37, 38). We employ a one-dimensional133

thermal evolution model, which considers conductive heat134

transfer and cooling by hydrothermal circulation to constrain135

the conditions that could have enabled serpentinization during136

the Noachian eon on Mars. Similar to previous work (12),137

we only consider serpentinization reactions that produce mag-138

netite (Text S1). The abundance of magnetite formed during139

serpentinization is controlled primarily by the reaction tem-140

perature, with higher temperature reactions usually yielding141

a higher volume of magnetite (39). While small amounts of142

magnetite can be produced in low-temperature serpentiniza-143

tion reactions that yield chrysotile and lizardite, voluminous144

magnetite via serpentinization only occurs above the lower145

limit of ferrous iron oxide to ferric iron oxide transformation146

temperature (TFFI) of 250 °C (e.g., (16)).147

[7] We consider a range of surface heat flow estimates [55148

– 85 mW m-2] appropriate for Noachian Mars (Text S2) and149

run the thermal evolution model for 10 Ma to assess if condi-150

tions enabling serpentinization would have been prevalent in 151

the Martian subsurface (Fig. 1). The vigor and the thermal 152

effects of the hydrothermal circulation are represented by the 153

Nusselt number (Nu), a dimensionless ratio of convective to 154

conductive thermal flux. A Nu value of 1 implies no hydrother- 155

mal circulation, and Nu of 9 implies vigorous hydrothermal 156

circulation. For a surface heat flow of 65 mW m-2 and Nu of 157

3, the upper 10 km of the crust could have only undergone 158

low-temperature serpentinization. However, deeper than 10 159

km, the temperature exceeds the TFFI limit and could have 160

generated voluminous magnetite (Fig. 1 a). The hydrothermal 161

circulation would have accelerated the cooling of the crust, but 162

even after 10 Ma, the temperature at a depth of more than 163

10 km would have been sufficient for serpentinization reaction 164

to proceed. If the hydrothermal circulation was much more 165

vigorous (e.g., Nu = 9), then the crust’s accelerated cooling 166

may have only allowed serpentinization reaction to occur for 167

< 5 Ma (Fig. 1 b). 168

[8] If the surface heat flow exceeded 85 mW m-2, high- 169

temperature serpentinization could have occurred at even 170

shallower depths ( 7 – 25 km), yielding serpentinized layers 171

close to 20 km in thickness consistent with previous estimates 172

(40, 41) (Fig. 1 c, d). The thermal profiles of the crust 173

intercept the (pressure-temperature) P-T stability profile for 174

both brucite + chrysotile (Text. S1) and a relatively higher 175

temperature reaction that primarily produces chrysotile (see 176

ref (12) for the specific chemical reactions). The limit of TFFI 177

would have been exceeded in the Martian crust for over 10 Ma, 178

and voluminous magnetite could have been generated in the 179

subsurface. While the surface heat flow of Mars during the 180

Noachian is a matter of considerable uncertainty, constraints 181

from currently available geochemical, gravity, and topography 182

data and thermal evolution models suggest heat flow up to 183

85 mW m-2 during the Noachian (27, 42). Even with an 184

extremely modest surface heat flow estimate of 50 mW m-2, the 185

temperature conditions at the shallow subsurface of Mars could 186

have allowed serpentinization reactions to progress (Fig. S2). 187

Localized magmatic intrusions, impact heating, and volcanism 188

would have augmented the near-surface temperature, which 189

we do not consider here, making this endeavor a conservative 190

approach. We also do not account for the secular cooling of the 191

planet, which is a reasonable approach since our models only 192

run for 10 Ma. The surface temperature (Ts) of Mars during 193

the Noachian is a matter of considerable debate; thus, we adopt 194

two end-member estimates of -43 °C and 0 °C. The variation 195

in Ts does not impact the crust’s deep temperature profiles 196

or the serpentinization reaction process notably (Fig. S3). 197

Summarily, given the currently available thermal constraints, 198

serpentinization in the deep crust should have been ubiquitous 199

in the Noachian highlands. 200

[9] Our thermal models suggest that large, regional-scale 201

serpentinizing systems would have been prevalent mostly in 202

the deep subsurface of Mars during the Noachian (Fig. 1). 203

Thus, the surface detection of serpentines in present-day Mars 204

would be limited to areas that either experienced significant 205

excavation by geological process (e.g., impact craters) or areas 206

that experienced added heat from magmatic intrusion, impact 207

events, or volcanism. There is abundant spectral evidence for 208

the presence of serpentine and serpentine+phyllosilicate mix- 209

tures across the southern highlands of Mars, although evidence 210

for large-scale, near-surface regional serpentinization is rare 211

Ojha et al. PNAS | May 7, 2021 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3



DRAFTFig. 2. Gravity derived crustal density map of Mars. (a) The distribution of valley
networks overlaid on top of a gravity-derived crustal density map of Mars. (b) Same
as (a) but showing the distribution of various hydrated minerals on Mars. (c) Same as
(a) and (b) but the black contour lines show regions on Mars with crustal magnetic
field (B) higher than 200 nT at 145 km altitude.

(24). Nevertheless, the widespread distribution of serpentine212

across the southern highlands suggest that serpentinization213

was a common process during the Noachian (24). If serpen-214

tinization was prevalent primarily in the deep crust of the215

southern hemisphere, it should have had a notable effect on216

the crustal density. The minerals associated with serpentiniza-217

tion can contain up to 13 wt% in water and have a low density218

of 2600 kg m-3 (39, 43). Subsequent alteration by impacts219

and other geological processes could have further decreased220

the density of the Martian southern hemisphere. A recent221

gravity analysis of Mars indicates a substantially lower bulk222

density for the southern hemispheric crust than previously223

assumed (44). Some regions in the southern hemisphere have224

estimated densities lower than 2000 kg m-3, which assuming225

a pore-free grain density of 2600 kg m-3 implies a porosity226

of 0.23 (Fig. 2). While the crustal density map is somewhat227

affected by the resolution of the available gravity data (44),228

and thus not globally robust, it does show spatial variations229

of the crustal density consistent with previous findings: a230

generally lower density crust in the southern hemisphere when231

compared to the northern hemisphere (Fig. 2). The heat232

that drove hydrothermal circulation in the crust could have233

also produced enough water to erode VN (11) and form other234

hydrated minerals in the shallow subsurface (26). The dis-235

tribution of hydrated minerals like chlorine, phyllosilicates,236

carbonates, and VN exhibit a broad spatial relationship with237

the crustal density map of Mars, preferentially forming in 238

areas with inferred lower crustal density (Fig. 2). Notably, 239

the area on Mars with the lowest gravity-derived density is the 240

TS-TC region which, aside from being the most magnetized 241

region on Mars (Fig. 2c), also contains the highest distribution 242

of chlorides (45) and is postulated to have hosted radiogenic 243

heat-driven hydrothermal lakes (20, 23). While we cannot 244

prove a definitive genetic connection between the observed 245

low crustal density and high magnetic field strength in the 246

TS-TC region, their spatial overlap supports the notion that 247

CRM may have played a notable role in the southern high- 248

lands. The volumetric expansion of the ultramafic layer of the 249

Martian southern hemisphere during its serpentinization could 250

have also caused horizontal (43) and vertical expansion of the 251

crust (12). Previous work proposed that a net decrease in 252

the density of the southern hemisphere and subsequent mass 253

balance via Pratt-like isostasy could explain the topographic 254

dichotomy between the two hemispheres of Mars (12). The 255

widespread presence of compressional tectonic features in the 256

southern hemisphere of Mars (46) and the thick crustal blocks 257

postulated to occur in the TS-TC region (32) could have some 258

genetic connection to the serpentinization of the crust. 259

[10] Geochemical and mineralogical observations are con- 260

sistent with CRM playing a notable role, at least locally in 261

TS-TC. Previous work noted an apparent correlation between 262

the crustal magnetic field anomalies and the concentration 263

of key HPE such as Th and K (e.g., (23, 32)). Radiogenic 264

heat generated by HPE can drive amagmatic hydrothermal 265

systems that can remain active for orders of magnitude longer 266

(100 – 1000 Ma) than counterparts powered by alternative 267

heat sources (47). In addition to driving serpentinization, 268

the hydrothermal circulation of water can also differentially 269

leach HPE from the basement rocks and enrich the surface. 270

Previous work found that within the Noachian highlands, the 271

highest spatially decoupled enrichment of Th and K on Mars 272

is found in the general region of TS-TC (23, 32). On a global 273

scale, the surface concentrations of the HPE also show a pos- 274

itive power-law correlation with the crustal magnetic field; 275

however, whether this is indicative of a deep-rooted global 276

relationship or an artifact of variable dust distribution and 277

bias from TS-TC remains unclear (Text S3; Fig. S4; Fig. S5). 278

Global analysis of various compositional datasets and crustal 279

magnetization data also found evidence for compositional en- 280

hancement, related to 530 and 1000 nm due to iron bearing 281

mineral phases at TS-TC (48). 282

[11] Additional insight into the possible role of CRM in the 283

Martian magnetic field may be ascertained by examining the 284

empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of VN and 285

hydrated minerals bearing terrain. A broad spatial correla- 286

tion between the regions on Mars with high crustal remnant 287

magnetic fields and areas hosting valley networks has been 288

previously proposed (11). Using more recent and higher reso- 289

lution data sets, including visible, infrared, and topographic 290

data, the location of VN on Mars has been updated, yielding 291

more than eight times as many VN on the surface of Mars 292

as before (49) (Fig. 3). The ECDF of crustal magnetic field 293

values from the areas bearing VN differs from the ECDF of 294

the whole planet and Noachian terrain (Fig 4). We used a 295

Kolmogorov–Smirnov hypothesis test (KS-test) to evaluate 296

whether the ECDF of VN bearing terrain and Noachian terrain 297

are from the same continuous distribution (null hypothesis) 298
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or different continuous distribution (alternative hypothesis) at299

a 99% significance level. The null hypothesis fails at better300

than 99% confidence (p-value < 0.001). The KS-test can be301

modified to test whether the median values of the VN-bearing302

terrain are statistically higher than the crustal magnetic field303

values of the Noachian terrain. The modified KS-test rejects304

the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis that305

the median crustal magnetic field values of VN bearing re-306

gions are larger than the general Noachian terrain, as also307

evident from Figure 4. The KS-test can produce false positives308

when ECDF only vary by their variance and not location (50).309

However, the location of the ECDF of VN is distinct from310

the ECDF of the Noachian terrain and all of Mars, thus the311

significance of our KS-test is robust. Results from unequal312

variance t-test between the crustal magnetic field values from313

the areas bearing VN and Noachian terrain also yields similar314

results (Table S1).

Fig. 3. The distribution of valley networks, hydrous minerals, craters, and volcanic
landforms overlaid on top of a crustal magnetic field map of Mars. (a) The distribution
of valley networks overlaid on top of a crustal magnetic field map of Mars. (b) The
distribution of various hydrated minerals plotted on top of a crustal magnetic field
map of Mars. (c) The distribution of impact craters with diameter greater than 50 km
and volcanic landforms overlaid on top of a crustal magnetic field map of Mars. In all
cases, the magnetic field map of Mars was computed at an altitude of 145 km above
the Martian surface.

315

[12] A similar KS-test was used to evaluate whether the316

ECDF of hydrated minerals are distinct from the average317

Noachian terrain (Fig. 3; Fig. 4; Fig. S6). We particularly318

focus on the ECDF of chloride bearing regions as chlorides319

on Mars have been hypothesized to form as a result of the320

evaporation of discharged groundwater (45). The null hypoth- 321

esis that the crustal magnetic field ECDF of chloride bearing 322

regions and Noachian terrain represents the same distribution 323

fails at better than 99% confidence (p<0.001) (also see Table 324

S1). The modified KS-test also rejects the null hypothesis in 325

favor of the alternative hypothesis that the median crustal 326

magnetic field values of chloride bearing regions are higher 327

than the general Noachian terrain, as also evident from Fig- 328

ure 4. These statistical tests suggest that VN and chlorides 329

on Mars are preferentially located in areas of high crustal 330

magnetic field and provides further corroboration that CRM 331

may have played a notable role in the crustal magnetic field 332

history of Mars. Alternatively, the putative correlations could 333

also be explained by TRM. In this scenario, the magnetic 334

anomalies formed due to intrusion and acquisition of thermal 335

remnant magnetization e.g., ref (51). The heat related to 336

the intrusion also provided enough meltwater to carve VN 337

and allow groundwater discharge, thus explaining the putative 338

relationship between magnetic anomalies and hydrated fea- 339

tures (11) and potentially providing a partial solution to the 340

faint-young sun paradox on Mars (27). However, such interpre- 341

tations overlook the role of radiogenic heat that would sustain 342

hydrothermal circulation over geologic time scales, enhancing 343

or modulating TRM with CRM. 344

[13] We support our findings with a few other ECDF com- 345

parisons related to igneous intrusions, volcanic resurfacing, and 346

impacts as processes that can elevate magnetized rock above 347

the Curie temperature. For example, post-dynamo crustal 348

heating by magmatic intrusion, volcanism, or impact events 349

could have demagnetized large regions of the Martian crust 350

(52–54). The ECDF of crustal magnetic field values from the 351

entire planet, areas that are Noachian in surface age, areas 352

bearing craters (diameter>50 km), and volcanic landforms are 353

shown in Figure 4. As expected, the ECDF of the Noachian 354

terrain is distinct from the ECDF of the entire planet as large 355

regions of the northern hemisphere are substantially younger 356

and weakly magnetized. The crustal magnetic field intensity 357

ECDF of areas around craters and volcanic landforms show 358

that these areas are notably less magnetized than the average 359

Martian terrain and the Noachian region (Fig. 4). For exam- 360

ple, while 60% of the Noachian terrain has crustal magnetic 361

field values exceeding 50 nT, that corresponds to only 15% 362

of the volcanic landforms and 30% of impact craters bearing 363

terrain (also see Table S1). The low magnetic field values from 364

the volcano and impact crater bearing regions on mars mean 365

that either the magnetized layers in these areas are too thin to 366

be resolved at the satellite altitude or that the magnetization 367

intensity is weak. 368

[14] In our CRM model, the maximum depth of magne- 369

tization, based on our modeled estimate of Martian crustal 370

permeability, Noachian heat flow, and serpentinization re- 371

action does not exceed 25 km. This value is generally in 372

agreement with several previous studies (55–60) that modeled 373

the depth of the magnetic source bodies to be within the 0 374

- 40 km of the crust (See Table 2 by ref (12)). However, the 375

power spectral analyses of the Martian magnetic field esti- 376

mates magnetization depth up to 60 km in TS-TC (61). A 377

key assumption in depth estimates from forward models is 378

that the magnetic sources at depth are uniformly randomly 379

positioned and oriented (62), which may be influenced by the 380

possible anisotropy of the magnetic sources. Lewis and Simons 381
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Fig. 4. An Empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) plot of crustal magnetic
field of Mars. (a) An ECDF plot of crustal magnetic field for all of Mars, Noachian
terrain, and terrain bearing VN, chlorides, impact craters, and volcanic landforms.

(2012) tested for the presence of anisotropy in both the spatial382

and spectral domains and found the TS-TC region to have a383

strong anisotropic distribution. A similar test for anisotropy in384

the spatial and spectral domain using Anderson-Darling test385

for normality in each spherical harmonic degree shows many386

other regions on Mars with distinct anisotropy (Fig. S7). The387

serpentinization reaction could also certainly exceed beyond388

25 km depth and future seismic and/or gravity investigation389

may allow us to better constrain the depth to groundwater390

circulation. Here we only consider if the magnetization of the391

upper 25 km of the crust can explain the crustal magnetic392

anomalies. Using the example serpentinization reactions (Text393

S1; which is, on average, equivalent to R02, R14-R18 reac-394

tions of ref(11) for magnetite production), previous work ref395

(12) found that the magnetization intensity resulting from an396

Earth-like ambient surface magnetic field of 50,000 nT would397

range from 2 to 10-15 A/m, consistent with numerous Mar-398

tian crustal magnetization models (55–60) and measurements399

based on meteorites (63). Thus, CRM of a 25 km thick crust400

can sufficiently explain the observation of the Martian crustal401

magnetic field.402

[15] A definitive constraint on the role of CRM in the Mar-403

tian crustal magnetic field history may not be possible without404

future sample return missions. At the present, the magnetic405

analysis of available Martian meteorites provide some key406

insight into the role of CRM in the Martian magnetic field407

history. The remnant magnetic field of the Martian meteorite408

ALH84001 resides primarily in single-domain magnetite- and409

pyrrhotite-bearing carbonates, the origin of which has been410

linked to hydrothermal activity (64). Similarly, the magnetic411

assemblage of the Noachian Martian breccia NWA 7034 is412

linked to near-surface hydrothermal alteration (65). In addi-413

tion to potentially explaining the source of the magnetic field414

anomalies in the Martian crust,H2 evolved from serpentiniza-415

tion may have supported CH4 production via Fischer–Tropsch-416

type reactions in CO2(aq) fluids (66). The thermophilic,417

chemoautotrophic nature of the last universal common an-418

cestor also makes sites of subsurface water-rock reactions on419

Mars compelling for astrobiological exploration. This study420

demonstrates that conditions conducive to serpentinization421

would have been ubiquitous in the Martian subsurface. We422

show that geological features such as VN and hydrated miner-423

als like chlorides are preferentially located on Mars in areas424

with higher crustal magnetic field intensity. We show that425

the region on Mars with the strongest crustal magnetic field426

also has the lowest gravity-derived crustal density and the427

highest enrichment of key HPE that can drive hydrothermal 428

circulation. Collectively, our results suggest that CRM may 429

have played a notable role in the magnetic field history of 430

Mars, with associated sites also constituting ideal targets for 431

exobiology missions. 432

Materials and Methods 433

434

Permeability Profile and Groundwater Penetration Depth. Permeabil- 435

ity decreases with depth due to the closure of pore spaces. The 436

permeability profile of the Martian crust is not known, so in this 437

study, we adopt the depth-dependent permeability of (67), which 438

was constrained by hydrological, thermal, seismic, and modeling 439

studies in the Oregon Cascades. The permeability profile was 440

adapted for Mars by scaling the gravity to match that of Mars: 441

K(z) = 10−14
( gmars
gearth

1000
z

)−3.2

442

. Here, is permeability, z is depth, and gmars and gearth are the 443

surface gravity values for Mars and Earth, respectively. Below the 444

BDT depth, permeability is too low for fluid advection, so when 445

the reference penetration depth (i.e., depth at which permeability 446

exceeds 10-17 m2) exceeds the BDT depth, we set the reference 447

depth to match the BDT depth. Here we consider the BDT temper- 448

ature of non-glassy basalts 823 K. The BDT depth is determined by 449

the geothermal gradient. The permeability profile of the Martian 450

crust likely varies from the profiles we have adopted in this work; 451

however, the goal here is only to investigate the first-order effect 452

of hydrothermal circulation on Mars. Further, terrestrial measure- 453

ments of permeability and seismic data from InSight provide support 454

to our permeability profile. In the young oceanic lithosphere and 455

continental crust of Earth, the groundwater circulation depth can 456

extend to 10 km (67). Due to reduced gravity, the confining pressure 457

at 10 km on Earth would be reached at a much greater depth in 458

the Martian crust. Seismic data from the InSight lander suggest 459

that the uppermost 8 – 11 km of the present-day Martian crust is 460

highly altered and/or fractured (28). The higher heat flow during 461

the Noachian period would have led to annealing of the crustal 462

porosity; thus, the depth to which groundwater could have circu- 463

lated during the Noachian could have been significantly greater (68). 464

This suggests the potential for hydraulic communications depth up 465

to 25 km; however, below the BDT depth, permeability is too low 466

for fluids. 467

Hydrothermal Circulation Model. Similar to previous work, we adopt 468

an effective thermal conductivity λeq to account for the additional 469

heat transfer via hydrothermal circulation (34) by linking λeq with 470

the Nusselt number (Nu), a dimensionless number which compares 471

the relative importance of the total heat flux (qT) versus conductive 472

heat flux (qC). The governing equation for the thermal evolution is: 473

ρCp

(
∂T

∂t
−

∂T

∂z

)
= ∂

∂z
λeq

∂T

∂z
474

The thermal evolution of the Martian crust and hydrothermal 475

circulation was modeled by a previously published 1-D thermal 476

conduction model (34). 477

Magnetic Analysis. The magnetic field (B) is the gradient of a scalar 478

potential (V), which can be represented by the following spherical 479

harmonic basis: 480

V = a

∞∑
l=1

(
a

r

)l+1 l∑
m=0

[glm cosmΦ + hlm sinmΦ]Plm(cos θ) 481

where Plm are the Schmidt-normalized Legendre functions, while glm 482

and hlm are the Gauss coefficients. We use the latest scalar potential 483

field model which combines the magnetic field data sets collected 484

by two different spacecraft: Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) magne- 485

tometer and Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) 486

magnetometer over 13 cumulative years (7). The model is expanded 487

to degree and order 134, corresponding to a spatial resolution of 488
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160 km. The three components of the magnetic field radial are489

obtained from V by the following relation:490

Br = − ∂V
∂r

Bθ = − ∂V
r∂θ

B∅ = − −1
r sin(θ)

∂V
∂θ

491

where the492

Br, Bθ, andB∅493

represent the radial, y-direction, and x-direction components of the494

magnetic field. The magnetic field magnitude (B) is given by:495

B =
√
Br2 +Bθ2 +B∅2496

We compute B at an altitude of 145 km from the surface and create497

cartesian maps like those shown in Figure 3.498

Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function Comparison and Kol-499

mogorov-Smirnov Test. Empirical Cumulative Distribution Func-500

tions (ECDF) for all Mars reflects all pixels from the 1x1 degree501

resolution crustal magnetic field map of Mars at 145 km altitude,502

yielding 65341 individual crustal magnetic field measurements. The503

ECDF for Noachian terrain reflects crustal magnetic field values of504

each pixel where more than 50% of the area corresponds to Noachian505

age. This corresponds to roughly 33100 pixels. The ECDF for VN-506

bearing terrain reflects the crustal magnetic field values of areas507

where VN lie. We use the VN database of Hynek et al. (2010)508

which identified 55000 individual channels and 9900 networks of509

channels on Mars. The hydrated minerals ECDF are created using510

the hydrated mineral distribution map of Ehlmann and Edwards511

(2014). Two spatially distinct VN or hydrated mineral deposits512

within the same pixel are assigned the same crustal magnetic field513

value. A value of ’NaN’ is ascribed when the location of the VN514

and hydrous minerals is outside of Noachian terrain, and those515

sites are excluded from further statistical analysis. We use the Kol-516

mogorov–Smirnov test (KS-test) to assess whether the probability517

distribution of VN and hydrated minerals bearing differ from the518

rest of Mars and the Noachian terrain. As a non-parametric test,519

an advantage of using the KS-test is that it does not require any520

assumption about the distribution of the data, and the results are521

not sensitive to the unequal sample sizes of the various probability522

distribution function.523

Chemical Maps and Th, K Enriched Regions on Mars. We derive the524

regional shallow subsurface composition of the Martian crust to525

decimeter depths with GRS data. GRS measures the spectrum of526

gamma photons emitted from the Martian surface; characteristic527

spectral peaks from specific nuclear reactions allow the quantification528

of several major rock-forming elements, along with select minor and529

trace elements (Al, Ca, Cl, Fe, H, K, S, Si, Th)(69). Peak area above530

the continuum can be used to infer the percentage mass fraction531

(wt%) of each element over an area of the planet’s surface, leading532

to chemical abundance maps excluding approximately latitudes533

beyond ± 50° where H increases rapidly.534

Data Availability. All data needed to evaluate the conclusions535

of the paper are present in the paper, Supplementary materials,536

or through NASA’s Planetary Data System (PDS). The Mars537

Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) derived chemical538

maps were derived from the spectral data archived at the539

PDS (https://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/odyssey/540

grs.html).541
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